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StorageX 8.0 Filesystem 
Restructuring 
 

Business Challenge 

For many IT organizations, the word “provisioning” provokes images of 
mountains of manual steps which vary between vendors, hours of issue 
remediation and costly risk mitigation. 

But provisioning your storage resources doesn’t have to be so complex. 
What if you had visibility into your storage resource provisioning issues 
before they happen? 
 

How StorageX Works 

StorageX’s automated destination provisioning eliminates hundreds of 
manual steps and automatically creates the appropriate destination 
items such as volumes, file systems, folders, quotas, shares and exports 
on your destination file storage resources, making filesystem 
provisioning seamless and risk free. 

• Use StorageX to provision heterogeneous file storage resources:  
CIFS shared folders, NFS Exports, Data ONTAP volumes, qtrees 
and SNAPMirrors.  For S3 compliant storage systems, StorageX 
can provision S3 buckets. 

• Using StorageX, you can re-structure and provision your file 
storage resources on a day-to-day basis or as part of your 
migration project. 

• Infrastructure reports provide detailed hardware configuration 
details and filesystem information.  Reports provide intelligent 
and dynamic views of your file storage infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Is filesystem 
sprawl placing a 
burden on your 
business plans?  

• Have your recently 
completed an 
acquisition with 
another company 
and you need to 
consolidate 
disparate 
filesystems? 
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Why StorageX  

For over fifteen years, StorageX has been the industry leader for 
enterprise file management.  New StorageX 8.0 raises the bar for file 
management with integrated analytics and SMB/NFS to S3 data 
movement. 

We believe you should always have direct access to your files, we build 
around industry standards.  You will have access to your Files, where you 
need it, when you need it, in the form you need it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

About Data Dynamics 

Data Dynamics is a leader in intelligent file management solutions that 
empower enterprises to seamlessly analyze, move, manage and 
modernize critical data across hybrid, cloud and object-based storage 
infrastructures for true business transformation. Its award-winning 
StorageX platform eliminates vendor lock-in and provides a policy-
based, storage management platform to provide the insight, agility, and 
operational efficiency to transform your data assets into competitive 
advantage. Used today by 24 of the top Fortune 100 companies, 
StorageX has optimized more than 160 PB of storage, saving more than 
80 years in project time and $80 million in total storage costs. For more 
information, please visit: www.datadynamicsinc.com. 
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Unlock the power of 
your data and act to 
manage valuable 
storage assets. 
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